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Self-Portraits of Friendship with Russian Film 

"Yomei-maru" the ship, rescued 800 children 

"NPO Honoring Yomei-maru", and 15 students of elementary/ 
junior high schools in Nomi and other cities. 

Self-portraits drawn by students of elementary and junior high schools in Nomi and 
Kanazawa etc were decided to contribute in a Russian film about the historical 
incident including the contributing activity by Japanese ship "Yomei-maru," which 
saved about 800 Russian children during the turmoil after the Russian Revolution.  

"NPO Honoring Yomei-maru the Ship of Humanity" received a request from a 
descendant of the Russian children, with whom the NPO has been interacting. 

Those lovely paintings will be filled with friendship between two countries, and will 
make the unknown incident of 100 years ago be shed light. 

NPO President Ms. Nan-en Kitamuro was asked to investigate the identity of the 
Captain of the ship by Ms. Olga Molkina, whose grandparents were resqued by 
Yomei-maru,  when Ms. Kitamuro held a solo art exhibition in Russia in 2009.  

About two years later, Ms. Kitamuro found out that the Captain in question was Mr. 
Motoji Kayahara from Kasaoka City, Okayama Prefecture, and they have been 
interacting each other in the connection. 

Ms. Molkina, the chairwoman of the organization made up of the descendants of the 
rescued children, who has been introducing the contribution of Yomei-maru in 
Russia, told Ms. Kitamuro around February this year that an animated documentary 
film about the adventures of Russian children would be produced. 



In the film, many self-portraits of children of relating countries such as Japan will be 
used, and Ms. Molkina asked Ms. Kitamuro to help her collecting the works of 
Japanese children. 

Ms. Kitamura cooperating together with Mr. Teruhisa Kusano, who is also the 
representative of the "Researching Society of Humanitarian History between Japan 
and Russia", requested cooperation to their acquaintances and schools of the area. 

A total of 15 people, aged 9 to 14 in Nomi, Kanazawa, and Kasaoka responded and 
drew their faces on A4 size paper with colored pencils, watercolors, and paint 
crayons. 

Since the self-portraits will be returned to the children, the images were converted 
into digital data and sent by e-mail on the 2nd of this month to Russia. 

The movie is scheduled to be completed from around the end of this year to the first 
half of next year, and  those pictures will be inserted together in group on the chorus 
scene of the film. 

Ms. Molkina sent a gratitude message, praising those cooperated children as " 
Goodwill Messengers between two countries". 

Ms. Kitamuro said, "It's been 10 years since I found the Captain, and I'm deeply 
impressed that I've come this far.  I have refreshed my heart that I must continue 
efforts on the transnational exchanges. " 

Mr. Kusano said, "There are many people in the local area who still do not know 
about Yomei-maru. We would like take this opportunity to make them recognize it as 
much as possible." 

※Yomei-maru 

The ship that rescued about 800 Russian children who had fled to Siberia and lived in 
mass evacuation due to the civil war after the Russian Revolution. 

The ship left Vladivostok in July 1920 at the request of the US Red Cross. 

She crossed the Pacific and Atlantic Oceans via Muroran and delivered the children to 
Finland.  
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